**WELCOME BACK TROJANS!**

**Welcome**

This summer, our MDES students immersed themselves in intensive language study in the United States and abroad. They gained valuable expertise well beyond the foreign language they studied. Follow us and learn about their experiences in forthcoming newsletters. As the new academic year begins, we invite all students to try exciting and valuable academic endeavors. Our department offers numerous opportunities to enrich the academic experiences of interested students. Please contact the Director of Undergraduate Studies to learn more about our programs (rouighi@usc.edu).

**SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY Apply by August 17th 2023**

**Farhang Foundation Advanced Persian Scholarship**

The Farhang Foundation Advanced Persian Scholarship provides tuition assistance for undergraduate students interested in studying Advanced Persian courses (IRAN-320 or IRAN-350) and who require additional funding for taking an extra 4-unit course, resulting in an overload of credits beyond the standard 16-unit load. The scholarship is designed to support students who may wish to pursue their academic interests in the field of Iranian Studies. Click here for eligibility requirements and more information.

**FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM & TWITTER**

**Follow MDES on Social Media!**

Make sure you stay connected to MDES by following us on Twitter @USCMidEast, Instagram usc_mdes, and Facebook @USCMDES.